Diablo Woodworker’s Marquetry Seminar
Taught by Brian Condran
•
•
•
•

2 ½ days of instruction and practice
Wednesday August 3rd ‐ 9 to noon plus all day Thursday and Friday, August 4th and 5th
All tools and wood supplied
Seminar will be held in the Mt. Diablo Adult Education Woodshop in Pleasant Hill

In the event you don’t know Brian, he is studied woodworking at the College of the Redwoods under the
renowned woodworker, James Krenov. Along with his expert woodworking skill, Brian is also master of
marquetry [see samples of his work below] but what is more important is his proven ability to teach
marquetry to others. By the end of this 2 ½ day seminar you will have the skills necessary to add
marquetry to your woodworking projects and you will come away with several completed practice pieces.
This is not a lecture seminar, but an opportunity for you to learn marquetry skills by doing marquetry
hands‐on. Much of the seminar is devoted to practicing marquetry with guidance and one‐on‐one help
from Brian.
Tuition is just $275 including all the tools and veneers required to produce professional looking marquetry.
If you are a repeat student and still have your tools, the seminar is only $245. The first half day [9 a.m. until
noon], Wednesday, will be mainly lecture and demonstration. Thursday and Friday sessions are all day – 9
to 5, with an hour break for lunch, are devoted to demonstrations and student practice. A deli lunch will be
provided on Thursday and Friday, if desired, for an additional $20 for the two days.
If you wish to reserve a spot for the seminar, e‐mail Jeff Traeger @ jefftraeger@comcast.net and then mail
a check to Jeff Traeger, 6 Daisy Lane, Orinda, CA 94563. Don’t delay, the seminar is limited to 16 students.
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